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WE PROVIDE BIOMETRICS AS A 
COMPETITIVE ADVANTAGE FOR 
YOUR BUSINESS»

About RecFaces

Our mission

RecFaces is a developer of ready-made biometric
software based on facial recognition, adapted to meet
specific tasks and needs of various industries



Key Facts about RecFaces

We are on the market since 2014

The accuracy is confirmed as the solution 

maintains top ranking in NIST

Top-class development team

With over 15 years of experience in biometrics

Recognition speed <1 second

More than 200 installations worldwide

9 ready-made box solutions

Solution installation takes 20 minutes



A WIDE RANGE OF READY-MADE BIOMETRIC PRODUCTS

• Each of our products is tailored to improve security,
marketing campaigns, personalized communication with
customers, staff control, automation and acceleration of
company processes. A single ecosystem can be created
based on boxed solutions

RecFaces Benefits

TECHNOLOGICAL AND RELIABLE SOLUTIONS

• The architecture of RecFaces solutions includes not only the
application functionality but also a set of special
performance characteristics that simplify administration and
fine-tuning.

• This made it possible to become a technological partner of
such famous world leaders in the automation and security

READY-MADE CERTIFIED INTEGRATIONS

• RecFaces solutions enrich and upgrade existing systems
with new biometric features, allowing users to work in a
familiar interface

GUARANTEED RESULT

• RecFaces is focused on solving specific business tasks to
guarantee results for customers in a short time, providing
businesses with the competitive advantages of
implementing biometrics



HIGH-QUALITY SUPPORT

• During the product lifecycle, we provide a set of engineering
and consulting services that support reliable and continuous
operation, as well as get feedback to create new functions of
our solutions. Successful projects with partners in various
regions of the World is our priority

TRANSPARENCY AND ACCESSIBILITY OF SOLUTIONS

• A demo of the system allows you to quickly test the
effectiveness of solutions at the customer site and move
on to the implementation and scaling of your project.

• We provide free training courses, send educational
materials, and share experiences to show the benefits of
biometric technology for business

RecFaces Benefits

UPDATE POLICY

• As part of regular updates of our solutions, the user gets
new functions and improved biometric algorithms

DATA PROTECTION

• We implement Privacy Protection mechanisms to avoid out-of-
scope applications. Our solutions incorporate mechanisms for
protecting and encrypting personal data



Our Partner Values

• Providing new biometric 
opportunities as part of our 
solutions

• Increasing the technological 
efficiency of the offered complex 
solutions

• Increasing the competitiveness 
of solutions

All parties benefit from such partnership

For VMS\ACS
manufacturers

• Increase revenue and 
technological image of the 
company

• Expand the pool of projects in 
already attracted clients

• Assist in attracting new clients

For end customers

• Boosting security 

• Speeding up response times 
and investigations

• Optimize the work of security 
departments

• Minimize additional 
implementation costs

For integrators



Technology partners

Technological interaction with the leaders of the world market 
presupposes high efficiency in the use of new biometric capabilities 
without spending resources on development

Placement on global marketplaces increases the competitiveness of 
joint solutions, making them accessible and convenient for existing 
and potential customers

Certified integrations enable easy biometrics implementation and 
modernization of existing systems, allowing you to work in a familiar 
user interface



We provide solutions for 
different industries worldwide «Successful projects with partners in various 

regions of the World is our priority»

Saudi
Arabia

Improving the safety level of visitors to 
the shopping center, mask control

Jockey Club shopping center

Brazil

Entrance control of visitors
to the sports events 

Gosford Stadium

Confirming the identity of clients, 
increasing the level of security
when performing transactions

One of the leading commercial banks

Increasing the safety level of 
passengers

Jomo Kenyatta Airport

Increasing the level of security, timely 
response to security incidents

State body Egypt

Kenya

Azerbaijan

Australia

Improving the workplace 
safety, mask control

Government Facility



What is a box solution
with facial recognition functions?

EASY setup of notification tools, 
messengers, signals on the screen

A CONVENIENT mobile 
application for security service 
employees who are not at the post

The identification process using 
biometrics takes less than 1 
SECOND

01

02

03

04

05

It takes 20 MINUTES to install 
the solution

Zoning and setting up policies 
for EACH camera

WELL-ESTABLISHED update 
policy and technical support

06



RecFaces products

Id-Guard
A software product for biometric facial identification in a video 
stream aimed at improving the security on the site

Id-Gate

Is a software product for enriching 
Access Control Management 
Systems with biometric capabilities 

Id-Check
Is a software product for verifying or 
confirming the identity in various processes

Id-Target
A software product that provides a new 
level of targeted customer interaction 
through biometric identification

Id-Welcome
A software product that provides a 
personalized welcome message display on 
interactive boards and monitors

Id-Logon
Is a software product for biometric 
authentication of users in operating and 
information systems

Id-Line
A software product that expands the 
capabilities of an electronic queue terminal 
through biometric identification

Id-Time
Is a software product for recording 
employees' working hours using biometric 
identification



RECFACES\ BIOMETRICS 
IN TRANSPORT FACILITIES

Airport (Kenya)

Id-Guard -
A software solution for biometric facial identification, specially
developed for the Pelco VideoXpert VMS

Project:
1. We had to increase security at the airport by identifying individuals

in the video stream and instantly notifying the airport security
services of incidents.

2. We needed to solve facial recognition systems’ issues, such as lack
of professionals with deep understanding of biometric projects,
problems with long integration, video files and multiple IP camera
streams.

3. We provided a high level of technical support at all stages of the
project.

4. The total duration of the project, including the purchase of
equipment, took only 3 months. It also took 4 business days to
install, debug, and launch the software.



RECFACES \ IMPLEMENTATION OF 
BIOMETRICS AT TRANSPORT FACILITIES

Metro Station (Thailand)

Id-Guard -
a ready-made biometric software solution for face recognition in the
video stream designed as a specialized plug-in deeply integrated with
the VMS VideoXpert Pelco

Project:
1. Identification of metro visitors in the video stream and prompt

informing of the security service about the detection of a person
from the "stop list".

2. Search for a person: a photo of the wanted person is uploaded to
the Id-Guard, after which the operator receives a notification about
his appearance at the station.

3. Prompt search of people in the archive with the indication of the
place and time of identification for an effective investigation of the
incidents that occurred.

4. Collecting gender statistics and sending notifications to the
security operator about the presence/absence of a mask on a
person's face.

5. Analysis of the station load by counting the number of metro
visitors in a given period of time.

6. Deep integration with the VideoXpert archive, which allows you to
quickly find a person in the archive of recordings and immediately
start playing videos from the archive.



RECFACES \ IMPLEMENTATION OF 
BIOMETRICS IN THE BUSINESS SECTOR

Schneider Electric Office
(Costa Rica)

Id-Guard -
the facial recognition module Id-Guard is dedicated to expand the
functionality of Pelco's VideoXpert video surveillance system

Project:

1. Identification of the office staff in the video stream and promptly
notifying the security service if an employee/guest from the “stop
list” is detected.

2. Id-Guard helps the office security service to monitor unregistered
persons and promptly send notifications to the operator in the
VideoXpert interface, in the mobile app, as well as by email, sms,
http.

3. In order to comply with the mask control regime, Id-Guard allows to
monitor the wearing of medical masks by employees and guests
and to generate reports on violators of the mask control regime.

4. Profound integration with the VideoXpert surveillance system
archive, allows to find the person you are looking for quickly in the
data archive and play back video from the archive. The biometric
archive incident investigation takes less than 10 seconds.



RECFACES\ BIOMETRICS 
IN A SHOPPING CENTER

Jockey Club shopping center (Brazil)

Id-Guard -
The Id-Guard recognition module is designed to extend the functional
capabilities of the Pelco VideoXpert VMS

Project:
1. Id-Guard ensures face identification in the video stream. Being fully

integrated into the VMS solution used by the client, VideoXpert
enabled to launch functions for searching faces (including
retrospective search) and the biometric templates storage in the
unified interface of the video analysis system.

2. The facial recognition system provides the end-user with security
and information about incidents in the shopping center on time.



RECFACES \ BIOMETRICS 
ON INDUSTRIAL FACILITIES

PRONICO, nickel-producing 
company (Guatemala)

Id-Gate -
software product for enriching the access control systems with
biometric capabilities

Project:

1. Implementation of biometric access control for factory staff using
biometric facial recognition terminals at the checkpoint.

2. Automated and convenient control of wearing masks by
employees, temperature measurement at the checkpoint.

3. IP cameras placed in the secure facility provide an additional
possibility to control access to the site. The Id-Gate system
identifies and compares an employee's access level with the
required access level in the ACS. If the system detects an
employee with insufficient access or an unauthorized person in the
protected area, instant notifications are sent to the security
operators.

4. Implementation of contactless access to the facility, allows workers
to conveniently enter the factory, without creating a queue, as it
was previously the case with fingerprint biometrics



RECFACES \ BIOMETRICS
IN THE STATE FACILITIES

Administrative Control Authority 
(Egypt)

Id-Guard -
a software product for biometric facial identification in a video stream,
specially developed for the Pelco VideoXpert VMS

Project:

1. Formation and update of visitors’ biometric profiles.

2. Ensuring security at the facility by identifying office visitors and
promptly informing the security service about the presence of an
unauthorized person at the facility.



RECFACES \ BIOMETRICS 
IN THE STATE FACILITIES

Government Facility (Saudi Arabia)

Id-Guard -
a ready-made biometric software solution for face recognition in the
video stream designed as a specialized plug-in deeply integrated with
the VMS VideoXpert Pelco

Project:

1. Ensuring security at the facility, by identifying visitors and promptly
informing the security service about the presence of an
unauthorized person at the secure facility.

2. Each system operator can receive only those notifications that fall
within its area of responsibility. The solution allows you to generate
notifications by cameras, locations, recognized faces, lists, and
many other parameters. Notifications are displayed in the
VideoXpert interface, in the mobile application and are sent via the
following channels: email, sms, http.

3. The command is issued through the software module of face
recognition to trigger the camera relay, which opens the boom
barrier by facial identification.

4. To comply with the mask-wearing policy, the solution allows you to
configure automatic notifications by masks.

5. A report on detected violations is provided regarding particular
people to organize the information



RECFACES \ INTRODUCTION OF 
BIOMETRICS IN DATA CENTERS

Data Center (Egypt)

Id-Guard -
a biometric software product for identification by the face image in the
video stream as a specialized plugin integrated with the Pelco
VideoXpert VMS

Project:

1. Creation of a digital biometric profile of employees and visitors to
the data center.

2. Automatic identification of employees and visitors to the data
center, notification to the security service of persons from the lists,
as well as the presence of an unauthorized person at the site.

3. Compliance with mask regime by configuring automatic mask
notifications policy.

4. Prompt search of people in the archive, indicating the place and
time of identification for effective investigation of incidents that
occurred.

5. A report on identified violations is provided with reference to
specific people to systematize information.



RECFACES \ BIOMETRICS 
AT SPORTS FACILITIES

Stadium (Australia)

Id-Guard -
Id-Guard has been designed to provide more extensive functionalities
for the VideoXpert video surveillance system

Project:
1. The digital biometric user profile creation.

2. Identification of stadium visitors in the video stream and prompt
notification of the security service about the detection of a fan who
has previously committed illegal actions to prevent a possible
incident.

3. Id-Guard deals with tracing a person at the stadium. A photo of a
person is uploaded to Id-Guard, after which the operator receives a
notification about the current location of the person.

4. Deep integration with the VideoXpert archive allows you to quickly
find a person in the records and play videos from it.



Contact details

sales@recfaces.com

Follow us!

www.recfaces.com

We are always in touch!

OR WRITE TO US

mailto:SALES@RECFACES.COM
https://recfaces.com/
https://twitter.com/RecFaces
https://www.instagram.com/recfaces/
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCE7x6xyUiEERXv4EcOHZQ7g?reload=9&view_as=subscriber
https://www.linkedin.com/company/recfaces-llc/
https://www.facebook.com/recfaces/

